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English trade with 112, 243, 244
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medieval 15-28
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see also latifundia
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court meetings
  see labor disputes
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credit 84, 100
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government 238
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to peasants 54, 63, 75, 84, 159, 171, 172
  in putting-out 39, 267
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Malthusian 51
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subsistence 160, 166
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  industrial 16, 21, 25, 26
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  see manorial system; serfdom, second
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Denmark 74, 147
Derby (England) 218
derurbanization 98, 109, 123, 147, 173, 232
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  development xii, 83, 143, 223, 225, 243, 304
  limits to 83-4, 185
de Vries, Jan
  see industrious revolution
  diamond cutting
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Dijon (France) 277
direct action 282-3
  see also strikes
disinvestment
  agricultural 58, 174
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  see also capital, redeployment of; investment
division of labor
  Adam Smith on 7, 8-9
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  international 11, 195, 229
  regional 29-30, 42, 97, 98, 101, 105, 228
  in workplaces 8-9, 33, 109, 191, 218, 250, 265-6
Dogana 25, 56, 146, 155
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domestic system
  see putting-out system
Dordrecht (Dutch Republic) 117
  drainage systems 23, 63, 172, 174, 177
  see also innovation, agricultural drapery
  see textiles
Drenthe (Dutch Republic) 174
Durham county (England) 88, 179
Dutch Republic
  agriculture in 26-7, 71-4, 173-5, 187
  Golden Age of 94, 115
  industry in 92, 94, 115-19, 123, 231-4
  population of 116
  trade in 72, 117, 118, 233, 234
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earnings
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agriculture in 76-82, 147-53, 174, 185, 187
industry in 101-3, 105, 122, 217-18, 220-3, 308
population of 149
second serfdom in 76-82, 148-9, 150-2
urbanization in 101, 123, 223
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see east central Europe

East India Company 192
see also Asia

East Indies
see Asia

ecclesiastical institutions
income of 23
investments of 133
landholdings of 15, 53, 71, 78, 157, 159

economic policies, government
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Eden Treaty 241
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embezzlement 212, 215, 269, 283
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emigration
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British 198, 201, 203, 240, 243
Dutch 177, 232
effects on economic change 11, 195, 241
French 201, 240-1
Spanish 50, 90, 98, 99, 112, 198, 200, 201, 226, 229, 235, 240
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enclosure
in England 65-8, 176, 178-80
in France 165, 167
in Spain 160
see also innovation, agricultural
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see also Amerindians; laborers, coerced

engagés
see servants, indentured
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agriculture in 16, 63-70, 175-84, 185
industry in 29, 88, 92, 94, 111-15, 123, 243-9, 307
population of 69, 112, 176, 183
urbanization in 4, 69, 112, 123, 248
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human 14, 19, 21, 36, 82, 96, 142, 270

Esikkiönta (Sweden) 212
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see gentry; landlords; manorial system; nobility; serfdom, second
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see taxation, sales

Exeter (England) 29, 247

exports
see trade
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development of 306-7, 308
origins of 215, 306
work in 307-8
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farmers
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fashion 112, 191-2, 240, 241, 245
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field systems
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agriculture in 26, 70, 73-4, 172, 173
French 89, 147, 171, 288
industry in 30, 235
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and contado 56, 57
silk industry in 30, 96, 224, 225, 294
woollens industry in 39-40, 89, 94,
96, 128, 224, 294
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knitting 114, 212, 215, 219, 231, 246,
271, 291
tentering 216
warping 227
water 215, 217, 229, 231, 238
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agriculture in 59-63
industry in 88, 90, 94, 105-7, 123,
204, 237-43, 307
mercantilism in 204, 205, 237-9
population of 106, 165
taxation in 60, 62-3, 170, 194
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151, 204
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industry in 232
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domestic heating 115, 122, 268
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fueros
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fur trade
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Gelderland (Dutch Republic) 174, 211,
232
Geneva (Switzerland) 92, 121, 132, 268,
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landownership of 68
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agriculture in 79-80, 268
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industry in 30, 90, 117, 276, 277
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destruction of 108-9
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Hurepoix (France) 60, 61
husbandry, convertible 64, 65, 69, 149-50, 177
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Igualada (Spain) 267, 297
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see poldering
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changes in 191, 194, 266-7
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Industrial Revolution 190, 236, 243, 306-8
industrious revolution 193
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collection 95, 109, 131, 132, 288
government policies towards 121, 125-6, 202-6, 226
location of 29-30, 218, 247
luxury 30, 42, 127, 192, 218
mobility of 29, 104, 113, 247, 288
new 42, 92, 131, 218
peasant 122, 137
processing 117, 195, 201
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passim, 305
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state-owned 204, 222, 246, 270
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inflation 48, 93, 127, 264, 268, 270, 289
see also price revolution
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customs 20, 70, 161
impartible 118, 163, 183
laws 150, 159, 163
partible 26, 163, 182, 214
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agricultural 3, 23, 24-7, 83, 84, 185, 303
government aid for 180, 238
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organizational 126-34, 138, 206-7, 251, 303
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resistance to 32, 42, 92, 122, 185, 278, 303
technological 92, 122, 124, 131, 136, 137, 245, 246
in trade 24, 93, 103, 108, 117, 194-5
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insurance 67, 200, 283
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interest rates 58, 93, 170, 180
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intimidation
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investment
agricultural 24, 25, 54, 71-2, 154, 183
failure of 23, 58, 81, 156, 157, 174, 227, 232
industrial 97, 131, 133-4, 187, 259
political 54
see also capital; disinvestment
Ireland
agriculture in 16, 114
industry in 114, 204
as market 243, 244
population of 244
see also mercantilism; Ulster
ironmaking
blast furnaces in 92, 108, 109, 114,
124, 131, 134, 227, 268
bloomeries in 32, 114, 193
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forges in 98, 103, 109, 134, 201
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in France 88, 90, 237, 242
organization of 133-4, 212, 214, 251, 252, 265, 268
products of 95, 102, 105
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agriculture in 25, 55-9, 153-7
industry in 57, 89, 95-7, 122-3, 224-5
population of 56, 96
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see laborers, day
Joseph II, Habsburg emperor 151-2, 204, 236
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Jesselin, Ralph 142
journeymen
action by 273-6, 279, 280
characteristics of 37, 266, 271
consciousness among 298-9
disputes among 273, 275
guilds and 35, 127
honor of 273, 275, 276, 290
tour by 260-1, 273
work relations of 37-8, 91, 134, 260,
263, 272, 273
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labor discipline 134, 239, 264-5, 266, 297
see also labor disputes
labor disputes 272-3, 275, 276, 277, 278-83, 286
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labor markets 5, 235, 269, 272, 289, 296
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free 41
segmented 19, 270, 271, 293
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labor practices 12, 262-3, 264-5, 271, 275
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in industry 102, 217, 259
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labor supply
colonial 198-200
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problems with 225, 293
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and wages 41, 270
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coerced agricultural 78, 79, 198, 200, 261-2
coerced industrial 102, 104, 132, 219, 259-60, 262
day 25, 54, 56, 69, 154, 155, 158, 161, 228
“free” 271
landless 54, 182, 214, 215, 235
proletarianized 296-9
skilled 32, 102, 124, 218, 237
temporarily bound 260-1
unskilled 102, 114, 118, 271
wage 5, 10, 40, 295-6, 305
see also labor; labor markets; labor
services; serfdom; second; servants;
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laboureurs see France, agriculture in
lacemaking 110, 211, 218, 291, 295
lakens see textiles, broadcloth
lansuolidi see clothiers
Lancashire (England) 247, 250, 308
land
abandonment of 145, 147-8, 158, 164, 173
expanding cultivation of 14, 146, 179, 185, 198
reclamation of 64, 74, 154, 164
see also poldering
landlords
agricultural innovation by 64, 149-50, 154, 157, 168, 172, 177-8
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   224
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  cloth trade with  96, 98, 194, 231
  cotton from  202
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  agriculture near  74
  metallurgy in  90, 109, 236
  mining at  96, 108, 126, 236
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  production relations at  124-5, 289-90,
   296
  textile industry at  89, 90, 94, 206,
   237, 298
linen
  see textiles
Linz (Austria)  222, 249, 293
Little Ice Age  142
Little Poland  220
loans
  see credit
Lombardy (Italy)
  agriculture in  58, 145, 153, 154, 224
  industry in  127, 224, 225
London (England)  192, 286
  as fashion center  112, 191-2
  industry in  36, 112, 248
  population of  66, 112, 177, 191
  social season in  178
looms
  cotton-linen  236
  hand  217, 307
  linen  221
  ribbon  118, 130, 231, 246, 287
  silk  95, 97, 128, 205, 224, 225, 226
  woollen  32, 94, 227, 229, 250, 251
  see also textiles
Louis XIV, king of France  204
Louvain (southern Low Countries)  126
Low Countries  70-1, 171-5
  see also Dutch Republic; Low
  Countries, southern
Low Countries, southern
  agriculture in  25-6, 71, 73-4, 172-3, 
   185
  industry in  89, 94, 107-10, 123, 127,
   133-4, 203, 217, 234-6
  population of  173
  urbanization in  4, 123, 173
  see also Antwerp; Bruges; Ghent; Lille;
  mercantilism
Lublin (Poland)  152
Lyon (France)
  printing industry in  92, 273, 275, 298
  silk industry in  105, 202, 237, 293
Lys River valley (northern
  France-southern Low Countries)  94
machine breaking  282
  see also labor disputes; protests
Madeira Islands
  see agriculture, plantation
Madrid (Spain)  99, 160
  magazines  192, 245
magnates
  see nobility, great
maize
  see crops, new
managers
  see labor discipline
Manchester (England)  247, 278
manor
  see manorial system
manorial system  15-23, 54, 50
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- see also seigniorial system
- manufactury
- see proto-factory
- manufacture
- see industry
- manure
- see agriculture, fertilizer in

Maria Theresa, Habsburg empress 151-2, 204, 236
- see also mercantilism; serfdom, second
- market forces 24, 185, 203, 206, 270
- market towns 24
- markets
- regional 125, 160, 224, 228
- see also demand; empires; labor markets
- marriage, age of 142, 214
- Marseille (France) 240, 275
- Marx, Karl 7, 10, 200, 206, 305
- see also capitalism
- Masovia county (Poland) 145
- masters
- see artisans; associations, masters';
- guilds
- mayorazgo
- see inheritance
- mechanization 129, 217, 229, 231, 246
- resistance to 242, 282, 306-7
- see also frames; industry; innovation, technological, mills; windmills
- Mechelen (southern Low Countries) 42
- Mecklenburg (east central Europe) 80, 147, 150
- Medici, textile company of 128, 133
- see also putting-out system
- Mediterranean basin
- agriculture in 17, 24, 49, 50, 83, 147, 185
- economic problems in 4, 122-3
- industry in 93, 220
- plantations in 198, 261
- see also Italy; Levant; Ottoman Empire;
- Portugal; Spain
- Mendels, Franklin
- see proto-industrialization, theory of
- Mendelssohn, Moses 205
- Ménétra, Jacques 260-1
- mentality
- capitalist 134-6, 305
- landlord 167
- peasant 166-7, 175
- Weber thesis about 134-6, 305
- see also consciousness
- mercantile system
- see mercantilism
- mercantilism 202-6

- aid to industry in 203, 237-9, 244,
- 246-7
- characteristics of 203
- evaluations of 205-6, 238-9
- theory of 203
- see also industry, government policies
- towards; Smith, Adam
- merchants
- capital of 96, 98, 111, 133, 200-1
- and ironmaking 133-4
- and mining 126
- and proto-industry 206, 211
- and putting-out 39, 124, 212, 214,
- 238
- see also proto-industrialization;
- putting-out system; trade
- Mesta 25, 51, 52, 99, 160
- wool exports by 145, 146, 158
- see also Castile, agriculture in; Dogana;
- Spain, agriculture in; wool
- métairie
- see sharecropping
- metal trades
- nailmaking 109, 127, 212, 237, 295
- small wares 113, 217, 245
- see also ironmaking
- Methuen Treaty 228, 244
- see also Portugal
- mezzadria
- see sharecropping
- Mezzogiorno
- see Italy
- Middle East
- see Levant
- Middle Passage
- see slave trade
- Midlands (England) 68, 113, 180, 247
- migration
- of agricultural laborers 24, 161, 288
- of artisans 92, 109, 119, 121, 204,
- 237
- colonial 198, 244
- enforced 185, 200-1
- of entrepreneurs 74, 231, 247
- of industrial laborers 92, 114, 214, 215
- to open villages 182, 184
- Milan (Italy) 30, 90, 95, 206, 207, 224
- see also Lombardy; Milan, Duchy of
- Milan, Duchy of (Italy)
- agriculture in 24, 59, 147
- government policy in 24
- see also Lombardy; Milan
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millones 34, 133, 218
mills 34, 133, 218
fulling 32, 94, 114, 216
gig 282, 283
lint 287
oil 70, 116
saw 116, 119, 232, 278
slitting 124, 134, 201, 227
spinning 229, 231
throwing 95, 215-17, 224, 225, 295
see also innovation, technological; mechanization; windmills
miners 133, 294
coal 126, 263-4, 265, 268, 269, 279, 283
serf 262, 272, 283
work conditions of 102, 264, 265, 269
see also mining
Minho (Portugal) 209
mining 102, 103, 129, 130, 131, 201
alum 96
coal 88, 94, 108, 115, 236, 237, 242
copper 88, 89, 94, 95, 102, 122, 131, 201
iron 95, 122, 237
mercury 88, 98, 131-2
silver 33, 88, 95, 102, 103, 104, 289
see also ironmaking; miners
molasses see trade, triangular
monarchies
entrepreneurial activities of 133, 205, 222, 223
lands of 15, 148
see also industry, government policies towards; mercantilism; protective policies, peasant
monopolies
artisanal 126, 137
commercial 98, 226
entrepreneurial 39, 125, 236
guild 35, 36, 223, 230, 286, 291, 298
industrial 89, 103, 203, 204, 228, 237, 244
seignorial 15, 22, 58, 76, 81, 155
urban 30, 78, 121, 219, 223
Monschau see Montjoie
Montgolfier paper mill see labor, patterns of; labor discipline
Montjoie (western Germany) 297
Mora region (Sweden) 211-12
moral economy 279-80
see also wages, levels of
Moravia (east central Europe) 102, 220
mortgages 27, 53, 54, 55, 63, 71, 133, 212
mortmain see ecclesiastical institutions, landholdings of
mulberry trees see crops, industrial
mules see animals, draft
Münster, Peace of 110
nailmaking see metal trades
Namur (southern Low Countries) 236
Namurois (southern Low Countries) 172
Nantes (France) 240, 275
Naples (Italy) 95, 155
Naples, Kingdom of (Italy) agriculture in 25, 58, 145
industry in 96, 155
navies, effects on industry 143, 193
Navigation Acts see mercantilism
neoserfdom see serfdom, second
Netherlands see Dutch Republic; Low Countries, southern
Netherlands, Austrian see Low Countries, southern
Netherlands, Spanish see Low Countries, southern
New World see Americas; West Indies
Newcastle (England) 94, 265
newspapers 192
Nîmes (France) 237
nobility consumption by 159
financial problems of 53, 71, 159
government aid to 53, 55, 63, 78, 159, 167
great 53, 76, 81, 152, 159, 167
income of 53, 80, 101, 151, 152
investment by 54, 133, 172
landholdings of 15, 27, 53, 61, 80, 152, 159
power of 78, 80, 152
see also gentry; landlords
Norfolk (England) 177, 180
agriculture in
textile industry in
Normandy (France)
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agriculture in 61, 62, 146, 169
industry in 105, 171
Northampton (England) 113
Northumberland (England) 88
northern Europe
agriculture in 146, 147, 185, 187
economic primacy of 119, 143, 147, 220, 304, 306
industry in 93, 94, 180
see also Dutch Republic; England;
France; Low Countries, southern;
Rhineland
Norwich (England) 29, 113, 247, 294
Nottinghamshire (England) 113, 271

olives
see agriculture, commercial; crops,
arboREAL
open-field agriculture
see agriculture, common-field
opportunity cost 206
organization, collective
see associations; guilds
Osek (Bohemia) 217, 293
Osnabrück (western Germany) 211, 246
Ottoman Empire 95, 96, 99, 102, 236,
241
see also Levant; trade
Oudenaarde (southern Low Countries)
94
oxen
see animals, draft

Palermo (Italy) 155
papermaking 95, 105, 111, 118, 213,
232
see also industry, new
Paris
agriculture near 60, 165, 168
as consumption center 192, 238
industry in 105, 192, 275, 291
population of 112, 165
printing industry in 92
parliaments 27, 78, 80, 180, 279, 280,
299
pay
methods of 261, 278
types of 40, 267-9
see also income; wages
peasant squeezing
see landlords
peasants xi, 20, 27, 184, 214
middling 21
poor (cottagers, landless, landpoor)
21, 93, 114, 118, 145, 184, 210, 214
small 21-2, 102, 118, 241, 250-1
yeoman 20-1, 112
see also farms; individual
countries/regions, agriculture in
Peasants' War
see protests, peasant
pear 118, 130, 132, 133, 234
see also fuel, industrial
pedlars
see trade, retail
petitions 279-80, 285
see also labor disputes; protests
Picardy (France) 105
Piedmont (Italy) 153, 154, 225
Pisa (Italy) 56
plantations
see agriculture, plantation; labor,
coerced; slavery
Plantin press 109, 131, 276
see also printing
plow
see agriculture, tools and implements of;
Brabant
plowmen
see peasants
Poland
agriculture in 79-80, 145, 147-8, 152
industry in 102
second serfdom in 79-80
see also laborers, coerced; serfdom, second
poldering 27, 71, 72-3, 173
see also land, reclamation of
Pompadour, Madame de 238
poor relief
see charity
population
Amerindian 198
colonial 240-1
European 3, 14, 82, 90, 141, 149,
191, 192
and industrialization 121-2
urban 3-4, 50, 56, 69, 161, 191
see also individual
countries/regions/cities
populous cities 192
porcelain
see ceramics
Portugal
agriculture in 209, 211, 228
industry in 201, 209, 211, 228, 308
as market 228, 241
postal service 103, 192
potato
see crops, new
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pottery 193, 232, 245, 265–6
see also ceramics
poverty 83, 251, 296
see also individual countries/regions, agriculture in, industry in
power, sources of influence on industrial location 28, 131
water 102, 114, 124, 215, 217, 218, 224, 234, 247
see also fuel; windmills
Prague (Bohemia) 80
price revolution 47–8
prices
agricultural 21, 22, 93, 125, 145, 146, 191
fixing of 51, 52, 160
industrial 121, 124, 125, 126, 209
see also individual countries/regions, agriculture in, industry in
printing 91, 92, 95, 108
women in 289
work experience in 260, 273, 276
see also Antwerp; industry, new; Lyon; Paris; Plantin press
productivity xii
agricultural (land) 25, 93, 185, 187, 198, 223, 235, 241
labor 185, 219
see also growth; individual countries/regions, agriculture in, industry in
profits
agricultural 22, 24, 65, 153, 174, 179
industrial 132, 137, 217, 238, 239
proletarianization
characteristics of 296–7, 305, 306
government role in 297
pace of 296, 298
see also consciousness; labor; laborers; women’s work
propinacjā 151
protective policies, peasant 60, 75, 150, 162–3
protests
anti-fiscal 170, 285
peasant 58, 67, 80, 82, 148, 149, 156, 162, 168, 283–5
see also labor disputes; sailors, protests of; strikes
proto-factories 130, 215–18, 224, 227–8, 229, 238, 242, 264
and Industrial Revolution 306, 307
locations of 216, 218
problems of 217, 251, 292
and proto-industries 207, 215
and putting-out 130, 217, 218, 219, 226, 229, 250, 293
size of 130, 217, 218, 219, 227, 231, 251
technological reasons for 215–17, 218
types of 217
see also factories
proto-industrialization 11, 206–15, 249, 305
agriculture and 209, 210–11, 213–14
and factory industrialization 207, 249, 307
theory of 206–7
see also industry, new; proto-industries; putting-out system
proto-industries 225, 228, 230–1, 235, 237
agents in 212–13
artisans and 211
factors in 221
landlords and 200–9
merchants and 211, 221
and proto-factories 207, 215
regulations in 212
rural 206–13 passim, 221
size of enterprises in 127–8, 212, 219, 222, 226, 293
supervisors in 212
urban 207, 218
see also industry, new; proto-industrialization; putting-out system
Prussia (east central Europe)
agriculture in 80, 147, 148
industry in 102, 222
see also mercantilism
putting-out system 120, 126–8, 133, 134, 136–7, 306
artisans and 38, 128, 134
labor relations in 128, 271, 283
merchants and 127, 128
organization of 38-40, 126, 128, 212-13, 251
see also Medici textile company; proto-industrialization; individual countries/regions, industry in
Quesnay, François 152
rasphuis
see workhouses
raw materials
cost of 32, 218
industrial 26, 32, 122, 124–5, 187,
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198, 201, 209

see also individual countries/regions, agriculture in, industry in
rederij
see partnerships
refugees
see migration
regulation, government
see agriculture, government policies towards; industry, government policies towards
Religious Wars 52, 59, 60, 105, 108
rentiers 54, 62, 101
see also landlords
rents
agricultural 15, 22, 23, 84
see also individual countries/regions, agriculture in
revolts
see protests
Rhineland (western Germany) 76, 265
industry in 104, 220, 229, 230, 231
ribbonmaking 110, 130, 230, 231, 235, 287
rice
see crops, new roads
see transport
robot
see labor services
Rotterdam (Dutch Republic) 117, 145, 208
Roubaix (France) 206
Rouen (France) 106, 239, 240
cotton industry at 236, 237, 240
work at 260, 267
royal lands
see monarchies, lands of rum
see trade, triangular
Rumburk (Bohemia) 221
sailcloth, making of 201, 232
see also shipbuilding
sailors, protests of 283
see also labor disputes
Saint-Gobain glassworks 205
see also mercantilism
Saint Monday
see labor practices
Salisbury (England) 125
saltboiling 115, 117, 124, 130, 131, 236
Saxony (Germany) 163, 164, 209, 220
sayetterie
see textiles, says
scale
diseconomies of 128
economies of 66, 92, 119, 131, 218, 239
Scandinavia 3, 16, 102, 231, 308
see also Denmark, Sweden
Schiedam (Dutch Republic) 117, 232
Schleswig (western Germany) 142
schulzen 76, 78
Scotland
agriculture in 16
industry in 203, 204
mining in 262, 264, 269, 272, 283
proto-industry in 208, 210
scutching
see textiles
scythe
see agriculture, tools and implements of; women's work, and technology
Sedan (France) 269, 282
Segovia (Spain)
woollens industry in 88, 94, 98, 128, 130, 226
seigniorial system 15, 22, 84, 93, 100, 185, 223
see also manorial system; serfdom, second; individual countries/regions, agriculture in
Sens (France) 238
see also mercantilism
serfdom, second 77-81, 148-52, 187, 200
attempts in western Europe 162
characteristics of 77
increasing burdens of 79-81, 148-9
industry in 102, 216, 221-2, 223, 259-60
loosening in eighteenth century of 150-1
origins of 78-9
see also east central Europe; labor services; laborers, coerced
servants
domestic 33, 266, 288, 291
in husbandry 260
indentured 198-9, 261, 266
see also laborers
Seville (Spain) 53, 90, 100
sharecropping 22-3, 25, 97, 209
see also agriculture, tenurial systems in; individual countries/regions, agriculture in
sheepherding
see agriculture, pastoral; Dogana; Mesta
Sheffield (England) 88, 113, 247, 249
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shipbuilding 32, 115, 131, 193, 201, 268, 279
  see also Arsenal; Basque provinces; Zaanstreek
ships
  carrack 93
  carvel 32
  flute 119
  see also shipbuilding
shoemaking 113, 298
shops, retail
  see trade
siamese
  see textiles, cotton-linen
Sicily (Italy) 25, 42, 153, 198
sickle
  see agriculture, tools and implements of; women's work, and technology
Silesia (east central Europe) 96
  agriculture in 146
  industry in 102, 128, 210, 220
  Prussian 150
silk
  see agriculture, commercial; raw materials, industrial; textiles
slave trade 199-201, 240
  asiento for 200
  contributions to industrialization of 200-1, 241
  organization of 199-200
  participants in 199-200
  profits of 200
  see also slaves
slaves
  consumption by 201, 241
  numbers of 199
  work of 16, 200, 250, 261-2
  see also laborers, coerced; slave trade
Slovakia (east central Europe) 96, 102
  slowdowns
  see labor disputes
small commodity production 38, 124, 125-6, 137, 207, 213-14, 267
  see also artisans; industry; putting-out system
Smith, Adam 7, 8-9, 203, 304-5
  see also capitalism; mercantilism
Soho Works 217
Spain
  agriculture in 50-5, 157-62
  industry in 98-101, 122-3, 226-9, 308
  population of 98, 158
  see also Almadén; Americas; Barcelona; empires, Spanish; Igualada; Segovia
  Spanish Netherlands
  see Low Countries, southern
  Spanish Succession, War of 141
spinning
  see textiles
  spinning jenny 215, 219, 229, 238, 242, 246, 288
  see also innovation, technological; mechanization
Spitalfields (England) 299
Staffordshire (England) 265, 269
standard of living
  customary 23, 166, 193, 263
  levels of 73, 74, 167, 171, 242, 264, 268
  rising 21, 41, 211
  see also consumption
steam engine
  see innovation, technological; mechanization
stints
  see manorial system
stocking-knitting 114, 212, 215, 237
  see also frames; hosiery; mechanization
store system
  see pay, methods of; wages
straw
  hatmaking 224
  plaiting 211, 225
  see also proto-industries
strikes 278-9, 280-2, 283
  causes of 278-9, 280-1
  failure of 281
  solidarity in 282, 286
  success of 280-1
  see also labor disputes
structural change
  see development
Styria (Austria) 220
subsidies, industrial
  see mercantilism
Suffolk (England) 177
sugar
  European imports of 201-2
  growing of 50, 58, 195, 199, 250, 261
  processing of 116, 131, 195, 236
  see also grocers; industry, processing
Sweden
  industry in 122, 202, 205, 209, 212
  mining in 89, 122
  see also Charles XI; Dalarna
tanneries
  see leather industry
tapestry-making
  see industry, luxury
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tariffs 194
  see also industry, government policies towards; mercantilism; tolls; individual countries/regions, industry in

tasa
  see prices, fixing of
taxes
  farming of 155, 159
  millones 52, 100
  sales 52, 62, 100, 223, 232
  see also agriculture, levies on; industry, government policies towards; tolls

technology
  see innovation; looms; mechanization; mills; windmills

tenement
  see manorial system

tenures
  see agriculture, tenurial systems in

Terre di Fermo (Italy) 57, 58, 153

textiles 29-30, 127-8, 203
  bleaching, linen 30
  broadcloth 32, 90
  calico 192, 204
  carding 37, 39, 289, 292
  combing 36, 37, 39, 288
  cotton 201, 204
  cotton-linen 203, 204
  finishing of 30, 130, 215, 219
  flannel 203, 219
  fustians 29
  Guinea cloth 240
  light drapery 32, 89, 206, 217-18
  linen 94, 201, 204, 206, 209, 212, 213
  new drapery 32, 89, 92, 94
  old drapery 32, 89, 90
  output of 88, 89, 90, 93-4
  printing 204, 282
  reeling, silk 130, 132, 206, 210
  says 29, 88, 89
  scutching, linen 287
  silk 36, 92, 124, 130, 131, 205, 217, 218, 219, 281
  spinning 32, 137-8, 213, 217, 218, 219, 292, 293
  velvet 93, 205
  woollens 29, 30, 201, 205, 214, 215, 217
  worsteds 214, 250
  see also innovation, technological; looms; mechanization; women's work; individual countries/regions, industry in

 Thirty Years' War 63, 105
  harmful effects of 80, 104, 111, 141, 143, 147, 148, 162

Thompson, E. P. 263

Tierra de Campos (Spain) 211

Tilburg (Dutch Republic) 207

tilemaking 113

tithes 23, 80, 170
  see also agriculture, levies on

tobacco
  European imports of 202
  growing 68, 165, 174-5, 195, 199
  processing 117, 195, 203, 232, 236, 247

Toledo (Spain) 98, 99, 124

tolls 194, 225, 241
  see also industry, government policies towards; mercantilism; tariffs

Toulouse (France) 106, 271

Townshend, Charles "Turnip" 178, 181
  see also crops, fodder; innovation; agricultural

toys
  see metal trades, small wares

trade
  east central European grain 72, 78, 79, 80, 147
  effects on industrialization of 93, 100, 108, 114, 117, 120, 200-1, 202
  English grain 147, 149, 176, 180, 183
  fur 195, 202
  intercontinental 201-2, 228
  international 70, 92
  livestock 78, 81, 147, 149
  Low Countries grain 26, 27
  Mediterranean grain 55, 153, 161
  overland 89, 93, 103, 108
  re-export 234, 241, 244
  retail 193, 211, 248
  routes 89, 93, 196-7
  triangular 195-8
  volume of 78, 90, 235, 244-5, 246
  see also empires; innovation; mercantilism

trades
  see industry; metal trades

traditionalism
  see labor, patterns of

traffics 117
  see also Dutch republic, industry in

tramping system
  see journeymen, work relations of

transactions costs
  definition of 92-3
  increase in 239
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transactions costs (cont.)
  reduction in  103, 114, 117, 191, 229, 248
transport
  canal  187, 191, 222, 248
  improvements in  177, 187, 191, 195, 222, 236
  road  63, 159, 167, 192, 248
  shortcomings of  159, 167, 170, 226, 241
  see also trade
track system
  see pay, methods of
Tull, Jethro  181
Turgot, A. R. J.  165, 239
turnips
  see crops, fodder; Townshend, Charles
Tuscany (Italy)  153, 154, 268
Twente (Dutch Republic)  232
Ulm (western Germany)  29
Ulster (Ireland)  210, 213
Umbria (Italy)  153
underemployment  143, 203, 232, 270, 296
  rural  160, 174-5, 182, 214, 242
United Provinces
  see Dutch Republic
Upper Palatinate (western Germany)
  103, 104
urbanization
  increases in  47, 69, 79, 90, 112, 116, 152-3, 184, 191
  levels of  26, 72, 95, 101, 153, 165, 223, 241
  see also cities; deurbanization; population, urban
Utrecht (Dutch Republic)  26-7, 74, 174, 232
Utrecht, Peace of  235, 244
Valencia (Spain)  124, 226
Valencia, kingdom of  55, 100
Valenciennes (France)  206
Veluwe district (Dutch Republic)  213
velvet
  see textiles
Veneto
  see Terraferma
Venice (Italy)
  luxury crafts in  30, 89, 224, 225
  woollens industry of  88, 89, 93-4, 95, 224
  see also Arsenal; Terraferma
Vercelli district (Italy)  154
verdigris
  see women’s work
Verlagssystem
  see putting-out system
Verrières (southern Low Countries)  212, 236, 282
Vesdre district (southern Low Countries)  217
Vicenza (Italy)  215
Vienna (Austria)  80, 220
villages
  closed  183, 187, 209-10
  communities  15, 17
  divisions within  19-20, 62, 67, 75, 179, 285
  functions of  19, 28, 60, 76, 304
  government of  62
  open  182-3, 184, 210, 214
  opposition to innovation in  23, 28, 160, 166
  weaknesses of  27, 78-9, 166
  see also peasants
vineyards  17, 25, 52, 54, 62, 168, 171
  see also agriculture, commercial
Vivarais (France)  167, 284, 286
Vizcaya
  see Basque provinces
Voralberg (Austria)  220
wages
  abuses regarding  267, 269, 271
  bargaining over  267
  cash  133, 212, 266, 268, 269
  changes in  16, 41, 270
  compared to prices  21, 41, 270
  components of  40, 269-70
  conflicts over  267, 271-2, 278-80
  custom and  270-1
  decreases in  93
  determinants of  41, 270-1
  entitlements and  268-9, 278
  female  19-20, 21, 83, 218, 271, 289, 291
  hierarchies of  20, 270-1
  high  263
  increases in  21, 143, 212, 271
  in-kind  268, 269
  low  83, 207, 218
  male  20, 83
  piece  40, 134, 212, 266, 267, 268, 271, 278
  regulation of  270, 271, 272, 280
  time  40, 267-8
  see also income; pay
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Waldstein, Count Johann von 217
proto-factory of 216, 217-18, 222, 292
Wales
see England
walkouts
see labor disputes; strikes
war
effects of 84, 96, 125, 142, 143, 162,
228, 242
and industrialization 90, 143, 205
see also Religious Wars; Thirty Years’ War
water meadows
see innovation, agricultural
water power
see power, water
Weber, Max 134, 135, 263, 305
see also mentality
Wedgewood, Josiah 265-6, 289
West Indies
consumption in 195, 241
European exports to 117, 243, 244,
249
plantations in 195
see also agriculture, plantation;
encomienda; mercantilism; slave
trade; trade
Westphalia (western Germany) 230, 233
Whickham (England) 264, 279
widows
and guilds 37, 289, 290
property of 20
Wiltshire (England) 125
windmills 70, 116, 118, 119, 278
see also innovation, technological; mills
Wolverhampton (England) 113
women’s work 12, 266-7, 286-94
agricultural 19-20, 82, 175, 186, 287
attitudes towards 19, 271, 286, 290,
294
characteristics of 208, 272, 286-8,
291-3, 294, 295, 306
and guilds 36-7, 288-90
industrial 33-4, 39-40, 110, 113, 118,
127, 247
proletarianization and 297
in proto-factories 287, 292
in proto-industries 208, 211, 217, 218,
225, 287, 291-3
segregation in 271, 287, 293
and technology 287
see also textiles; wages
wood chips
see wages, entitlements
wool
Spanish exports of 50, 51, 99, 100,
161, 226
supply problems with 99, 101, 125,
126, 138
trade in 111, 114, 236
see also Dogana; Mesta; textiles; yarn
woollens
see textiles
Worcester (England) 113
work culture
see labor practices
work discipline
see labor discipline
work habits
see labor practices
work practices
see labor practices
work tempo
see labor, pace of
workday
see labor, duration of
workers
see laborers
workhouses 130, 132, 219, 262
workplaces
centralized 39, 128-32, 133-4, 264,
306
large 130, 131, 217, 218, 238, 306
small 28, 33, 39, 41-2, 91, 307
workweek
see labor, duration of
world economy 11, 90, 144, 190, 191,
195
world system 10-11, 305-6
worsteds
see textiles
Württemberg, Duchy of (western
Germany) 209, 230
yarn 213, 238
brokers 39-40, 138
see also textiles; wool
yeoman
see peasants
yield ratios
see agriculture, yields in
York (England) 90, 132
Yorkshire (England) 96, 113, 308
textile industry in 29, 90, 213-14,
247, 250
Young, Arthur 181, 263
Zaanstreek (Dutch Republic) 70, 116,
118-19, 231-2
Zeeland (Dutch Republic) 74
Zunftkauf 250
Zürich (Switzerland) 202, 210, 212